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Abstract 

 

Jeulmun and Jōmon potteries coexisted in time and in space, and look pretty much alike. In this 

paper a precise method is applied to the comparison of ornamentation of both potteries to avoid 

speculative reasoning/conclusions about their closeness/proximity. The scheme of comparison is 

the following: 1) should be estimated the correlation index of two sets of ornamental elements; 2) 

should be estimated the correlation index of positional distributions of common elements 

(elements of a certain ornament can be localized in the top, middle and/or bottom of a vessel); 3) 

the proximity index of two ornaments is a superposition of proximity index of sets of 

ornamental elements and the proximity index of positional distributions of common elements. In 

the current paper a very small selection has been considered, but it is clear that some Jeulmun 

vessels demonstrate more resemblance with certain Jōmon vessels than with other Jeulmun 

vessels. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Jeulmun and Jōmon potteries coexisted in time and in space. Jeulmun pottery existed in the 

territory of Korea in 8000 – 1500 BCE and Jōmon existed in the territory of Japan in 14000 – 

500 BCE. At first sight Jōmon and Jeulmun pottery look pretty much alike.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Left is a Jeulmun vessel dated about 4000 BCE and right is a Jōmon vessel dated about 

5000 – 4000 BCE (images sources – Jeulmun pottery period, Jōmon pottery) 
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And even their names are much alike: Jōmon 縄文 means “cord mark” and Jeulmun 즐문 櫛文 

means “comb mark”.  

In this paper a precise method is applied to the comparison of ornamentation of both potteries to 

avoid speculative reasoning/conclusions about their closeness/proximity. 

 

2. The method of comparison  

 

2.1. General notes  

 

Ornaments are the same systems as grammars of languages: any ornament is <A; Ω> pair, 

where A is a set of ornamental elements and Ω is a set of positional distributions elements of A, 

thus, comparing of ornaments is the same procedure as comparing of languages. The scheme of 

comparison is the following: 1) should be compared sets of elements forming ornaments: should 

be estimated the proximity index of two sets of ornamental elements; 2) should be estimated the 

proximity index of positional distributions of common elements (elements of a certain ornament 

can be localized in the top, middle and/or bottom of a vessel); 3) the proximity index of two 

ornaments is a superposition of proximity index of sets of ornamental elements and the 

proximity index of positional distributions of common elements.  

 

2.2. The formula for calculation proximity index  

 

General view of the formula for calculation of proximity index (PI) of two ornaments is the 

following: 

 

    
       

     
 
       

     
 
 

 
  

           
       

  

 

where: 

 

A is the set of ornamental elements of one vessel, 

B is the set of ornamental elements of another vessel, 

Ne means the number of elements; 

i means proximity index of positional distributions of a certain element.   

 

It is very noteworthy that this formula is completely the same as the formula that is used in the 

comparison of languages (see Akulov 2016: 31).  

This point is the very essence of semiotic: in such moments it is possible to see that languages 

and cultures are very close structures.  

 

2.3. Illustrations of the method   

 

Let’s imagine that we have some vessels covered by ornamentations (see figures 2 – 4).  

 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%EC%A6%90
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%EC%A6%90
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E6%AB%9B
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E6%AB%9B
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Fig. 2. Vessel X 

 

Fig. 3. Vessel Y 

 

Fig. 4. Vessel Z 
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Vessel X is described by the following sets: 

AX { / }; 

ΩX { /  T, /  M, /  B}. 

Here and further in this text T means top, M means middle and B means bottom. 

 

Vessel Y is described by the following sets:  

AY  {/, ●}; 

ΩY  {/  T, /  M, /  B, ●  T, ●  M, ●  B}. 

 

Vessel Z is described by the following sets: 

AZ {/, ●, \\●●} 

ΩZ  {/  T, /  M, /  B, ●  M, \\●●  T}. 

 

X and Y 

 

X has the following set of ornamental elements: {/}, Y has the following set of ornamental 

elements: {/, ●}, so the intersection of sets of ornamental elements of X and Y has the only 

element: AX  ∩ AY = {/}.  

The proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of X and Y is the following: (1/1 + ½)/2. 

 

The proximity index of positional distributions (i of the formula shown in 2.2.1) is calculated 

the same way as the proximity index of sets of ornamental elements, i.e.: should be estimated 

degree of correlation of sets of positional distributions.  

In the current case / has the following positional distributions in X: { /  T, /  M, /  B}, and 

the following positional  distributions in Y: {/  T, /  M, /  B}, the intersection of these 

two sets  is { /  T, /  M, /  B}, so the proximity index of sets of positional distributions is 

the following: (3/3 +3/3)/2. 

 

And then, the PI of X and Y is the following: (1/1 + ½)/2 * ((3/3 + 3/3)/2)/1 = 0.75.  

 

X and Z 

 

AX  ∩ AZ = {/} ∩ {/, ●, \\●●} = {/}.  

Thus, the proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of X and Z is the following: (1/1 

+1/3)/2 ≈ 0.66.  

The proximity index of positional distributions of elements belonging to the intersection is 1 

since in X and in Z / has the identical set of positional distributions: {/  T, /  M, /  B}. 

And thus PI of X and Z is the following: 1*0.66 = 0.66 (for a more detailed description of the 

method see: Nonno 2019)  

 

 

3. Comparing Jōmon and Jeulmun vessels  

 

3.1. Vessels selected for comparison  

 

It should be especially noted that there is a wide variety of types of Jōmon pottery, and there are 

some types that are much unlike Jeulmun, and that’s why I will compare samples of Jeulmun 

pottery with those samples of Jōmon pottery that are quite alike Jeulmun. 
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Fig. 5. A sample of Jeulmun pottery (Jeul 1) found upon the territory of Seoul (image source – 

Comb-pattern Pottery) 
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Fig. 6. A sample of Jeulmun (Jeul 2) found upon the territory of Seoul (image source – Jeulmun 

pottery period)  
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Fig. 7. A Jōmon vessel (Jom) from Ichioji shell midden, Aomori Prefecture (image source –  

Jōmon doki) 
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Fig. 8. Places mentioned in the text (map has been made after Google maps screenshot)  

 

Upon Jeul 1 can be singled out 5 ornamental elements (see fig. 9). And the surface of the vessel 

can be subdivided into three zones depending on the spreading of different elements (see fig. 5).  

 

(It should be noted that in the current context elements are stable combinations repeated within 

ornamentation. General ideas of how basic elements of ornaments can be singled out are 

expressed in Nonno 2020. In the case when it is not possible to single out a ‘quantum’ of 

ornament easily, for instance, in the case of Jeul 2 top or Jom middle/bottom, a random piece of 

corresponding parts can be considered as an element. 

It is supposed that basically any vessel can be subdivided into the top, middle, and bottom, 

however, if there are no clearly seen differences between zones, then certain zones can be 

considered as inseparable parts, for instance, in the case of Jeul 2 and Jom middle and bottom 

are not separated.) 

 

Upon Jeul 2 can be singled out only 2 elements (see fig. 10), and the surface of the vessel can be 

subdivided into 2 zones (see fig. 6).  

 

Upon Jom can be singled out 3 elements (see fig 11) and the surface of the vessel can be 

subdivided into 2 zones  
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Fig. 9. Elements of ornament of Jeul 1   
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Fig. 10. Elements of ornament of Jeul 2 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Elements of Jom  
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3.2. Proximity Index of Jeul 1 and Jeul 2 

 

Jeul 1 has 5 elements (fig. 9), Jeul 2 has 2 elements (fig. 10).  

There are two common elements: element 1 of Jeul 2 is correlated with element 1 of Jeul 1 and 

element 2 of Jeul 2 is correlated with element 4 of Jeul 1. 

Thus, the proximity index of sets of elements is the following: (2/2 + 2/5)/2 = 0.7.  

In Jeul 1 element 1 is represented in the top only, and in Jeul 2 element 1 is represented in the 

top only. 

In Jeul 1 element 4 is represented in the middle, in Jeul 2 element 2 is represented in the middle 

+ bottom zone.  

Positional distributions of common elements in both vessels are the same, so the index of 

correlation of positional distribution is 1. 

And thus, the total index of correlation of ornaments of Jeul1 and Jeul2 is 0.7*1 = 0.7.  

 

3.3. Jeul 1 and Jom  

 

Jeul 1 has 5 elements (fig. 9), Jom has 3 elements (fig. 11).  

 

Element 1 of Jom can be correlated with element 3 of Jeul 1 and element 2 of Jom can be 

correlated with element 1 of Jeul 1.  

Thus, the index of correlation of sets of elements is the following: (2/3 + 2/5)/2 ≈ 0.53  

Element 1 of Jeul 1 is represented in the top only, and element 2 of Jom is also represented in 

the top only, so here index of correlation is 1. 

Element 3 of Jeul 1 is represented in the middle, while corresponding element 1 of Jom is 

represented in the top.  

And thus, the index of correlation of positional distributions of common elements is the 

following: (1 + 0)/2 = 0.5 

And thus, the total index of correlation of ornaments of Jeul 1 and Jom is the following: 0.53*05 

= 0.265. 

 

3.4. Jeul 2 and Jom  

 

Jeul 2 has 2 elements (fig. 10), and Jom has 3 elements (fig. 11). There is only one common 

element: element 1 of Jeul 2 can be correlated with element 2 of Jom. And thus, the index of 

correlation of sets of elements is the following: (1/2 + 1/3)/2 ≈ 0.415.  

While positional distributions of correlated elements are similar: element 1 of Jeul 2 is 

represented in the top and element 2 of Jom is represented in the top, so the index of correlation 

of positional distributions of common elements is 1. 

And thus the total index of correlation of ornaments of Jeul 2 and Jom is the following: 0.415*1 

= 0.415.    

 

4. Preliminary conclusion 

 

Tests should be continued and, of course, more representative selections should be compared, 

however, even now it is possible to say that certain Jeulmun vessles demonstrate more 

resemblance with certain Jōmon vessels than with other Jeulmun vessels.  
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